Consumer Directed Payer Data Exchange IG

CARIN IG for Blue Button®
Oral/Vision
• STU Update 1.1.0 (19 Jira tickets)
STU 1.1.0 Update (19 tickets)

1. **FHIR-30375** - Incorrect/inadequate specification of the need for instances of each profile to declare conformance to an appropriate profile
   
   **Justification:** Lloyd has deemed the use of meta.profile to differentiate the profiles as being not FHIR Conformant. This means the specification is broken. This is a required fix for the broken STU1 version.

2. **FHIR-30357** - item.productOrService is required when item.revenue is provided
   
   **Justification:** Many Inpatient claims do not include line level procedure codes. This makes it impossible for inpatient implementations. This is a required fix for the broken STU1 version.

3. **FHIR-30380** - Allow state assigned DRGs in the DRG Value Set
   
   **Justification:** State Medicaid organizations provide their own DRG codes. Without this change, it is impossible to include many Medicaid based EOB data. This data is within the regulatory requirements and is in scope of the original STU1, but was an oversight that breaks the specification. This is a required fix for the broken STU1 version.

4. **FHIR-30413** - Add HIPPS to Institutional item.productOrService Value Set
   
   **Justification:** HIPPS rate codes are a requirement for SNF and other types of facilities. It will be impossible for those organizations to use the standard to support the regulatory requirements that were in scope for STU1. This is a required fix for the broken STU1 version.

5. **FHIR-30806** - Add C4BB Payer Benefit Payment Status to C4BB Adjudication Category Discriminator
   
   **Justification:** STU1 had conflicting requirements that made it impossible to provide line level items for Professional and NonClinician EOBs. Without this fix most EOBs will not be communicable with this specification. This is a required fix for the broken STU1 version.

6. **FHIR-30443** - Fix expression for EOB.service-date search parameter
   
   **Justification:** Error in the expression of the Search Parameter that causes a validation error. This breaks the spec and requires a fix for the STU1 version.

7. **FHIR-30084** - Add additional contributors
   
   **Justification:** Failed to update the contributors. Edits that were not made but should have been made.

8. **FHIR-29802** - Invalid EOB examples in published spec
   
   **Justification:** This causes errors in the IG QA report. All errors should be resolved for any IG. Important for approval.

9. **FHIR-30360** - Update Section 5.2, Explanation of Benefits Resource Profiles Definition
   
   **Justification:** The current STU1 version included incorrect edits and does not identifier the owner of the DRGs. This diagram also has to be updated in relation to additions made in FHIR-30413.

10. **FHIR-30372** - Incorrect text in one of the examples
    
    **Justification:** An edit of the example was incorrectly made. Fix incorrectly made edit.

11. **FHIR-30083** - Missing Diagram in How DaVinci’s PDex IG and the CARIN IG for Blue Button® work together
    
    **Justification:** An edit to the specification narrative was not made to show the diagram.
12. FHIR-30358 - Add MS to Professional and NonClinician item.productOrService and item.modifier
   **Justification:** This requirement is not necessary for implementers to be able to communicate the necessary information. It does however leave an opening for implementers to not support information that was intended to be able to be communicated.

13. FHIR-30370 - NUBC Point Of Origin – newborns
   **Justification:** Current spec can be implemented without this change, however it is prone to errors and misuse (barriers to interoperability). This is not a scope change, but rather helps avoid potential errors by implementers.

14. FHIR-31384 - Change CodeSystem name from AHA-NUBC-PointOfOrigin to AHA-NUBC-PointOfOrigin-Nonnewborn
   **Justification:** This one is required in relation to FHIR-30370 in order to avoid confusion for implementers and has been required by the HTA. This is a simple name change (minor tweak) which will not affect implementations.

15. FHIR-30369 - Change the cardinality of amounttype.amount in item-level adjudication
   **Justification:** This requirement is not necessary for implementers to be able to communicate the necessary information. It does however leave an opening for implementers to not support information that was intended to be able to be communicated.

16. FHIR-30635 - Update inoutnetwork slice name ,cardinality and must support
   **Justification:** Not a change in scope, but a change in slice name to make the purpose and use clearer. Also, a removal of an unused code to help avoid confusion. Cardinality and Must Support changes not necessary for implementers to be able to communicate the necessary information. It does however leave an opening for implementers to not support information that was intended to be able to be communicated.

17. FHIR-30807 - Change cardinality in EOB Inpatient and Outpatient Institutional Profiles
   **Justification:** This requirement is not necessary for implementers to be able to communicate the necessary information. It does however leave an opening for implementers to not support information that was intended to be able to be communicated.

18. FHIR-31074 - Please shorten the titles for the IP, OP, and Professional Procedure code and modifiers ValueSets
   **Justification:** Minor tweak that helps readability for use and maintainability for future versions.

19. FHIR-31477 - Change cardinality of inpatient profile’s insurance to 1..* to allow for coordination of benefits, consistent with the rest of the CARIN EOB profiles
   **Justification:** Without this typo correction, implementers would not be able to represent coordination of benefit scenarios for inpatient institutional claims.
STU2 (5 tickets)

1. **FHIR-31069** Multiple coded data rendering issues
2. **FHIR-30009** Update the Server CapabilityStatement
3. **FHIR-31066** 3M Link doesn’t lead to a place for getting licensing information
4. **FHIR-31053** Capability Statement requires _include=ExplanationOfBenefit:insurer but insurer is not a SearchParameter
5. **FHIR-30323** Remove Must Support from Coverage.identifier
STU 2 Timeline

a. Oral and Vision support
b. FM Vote June 29
c. NIB July 4
d. Final FM Vote July 20
e. Content Freeze is July 23